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Analysis Procedures

Further evidence of the usefulness of the checklist was measured by correlating the modal rater score with the study author’s scores, as an expert in the area. The data do not meet the typical assumptions required for using Pearson’s correlation; they are not interval level and do not display a normal distribution. Nonparametric measures were used instead. Gamma was used to calculate the correlation coefficient, as it is the equivalent of an interclass correlation calculated with an ordinal scale and it is the recommended option when the data have ties, as would be expected in a small scale
(Agresti, 2002). The contingency tables produced also provide more descriptive evidence of the accuracy of the checklist.

Descriptive statistics were used to identify weak and strong areas of use of graphic design principles in evaluation reporting. To examine the reliability of the instrument, percent agreement and Krippendorff’s alpha, the multirater ordinal equivalent of interrater reliability, were calculated. Krippendorff’s alpha is designed for use on nominal or ordinal data (unlike Fleiss’s kappa or Cronbach’s alpha) and
for use with multiple raters (unlike Cohen’s kappa). Reliability measures assume that four conditions are met: (1) data are independently obtained, (2) raters are informed by common instructions, (3) reports are randomly drawn for review, and (4) raters are similar enough to those who could be found elsewhere (Hayes & Krippendorff, 2007). The procedures described above for part three of the study
ensured that (1) and (2) were reasonably met. However, (3) is not met in that the reports were purposely selected for maximum variability rather than selected at random. The range of subfields and
backgrounds of the raters suggests that (4) is also met. With 3 of the 4 assumptions met, the author justified use of percent agreement and Krippendorff’s alpha for reliability measures.

As might be expected with a scale comprised of only 3 items (Crocker & Algina, 2008; Mehrens & Lehmann, 1991), little variability exists and the possibility that raters might agree by chance is quite
high. As such, the reliability coefficients are very low – so low that one was not even able to be calculated because all raters agreed (this is 100% agreement). Generally, they ranged from -.03 to .73, with
only 3 items having reliability coefficients falling at .60 or higher for the sample. While there are many interpretations of levels of strength for reliability coefficients, generally speaking, levels below .60
are considered fair to poor (Landis & Koch, 1977).

Literature on communicating and reporting in evaluation has historically included very little on the impact of good graphic design. In fact, some evaluation textbooks, positioned to be comprehensive
guides, include no discussion of reporting or communication, nor how graphic design can affect legibility, comprehension, or clarity (Chen, 2005; Davidson, 2005; Donaldson, 2005).

Exact percent agreement, while a less sophisticated measure, shows a very different picture than the reliability coefficient. Percent agreement ranged from 36.3% to 100%, with a median of 56%. Ten
items held exact percent agreements that were 60% or higher. All of the items in the Color section of the checklist fell into this high grouping. All but one item each in the sections Alignment and
Graphics fell below the 60% threshold for exact percent agreement.

Those authors that mention design give it only brief attention, such as guidance to “use white space” with no elaboration or additional readings to help the reader apply the advice (Stetson, 2008, p.24).
Rodriguez-Campos (2005) addresses written reports, emphasizing the importance of the report’s appearance, but when she recommends “appealing colors for the graphics and cover” (p. 73), there is
no direction on how to carry out the recommendation. Miron’s (2004) Evaluation Report Checklist does not include practices related to graphic design, aside from statements, such as “Text and material
on title page are clearly and properly arranged” (p.1). Clear and proper arrangement can be widely interpreted and the checklist gives no further explanation or direction on how to execute the checkpoint.

While reliability was fairly low (ranging from 0.00 to 0.73), exact percent agreement was within reasonable limits (ranging from 36.3% to 100%). Reliability was likely low due to the small variance found
when using a 3-point response scale. Moreover, the raters’ ratings of the extent of graphic design use in each report mirrored the author’s ratings of the same reports, with correlations ranging from .60
to .95. Thus, the checklist, refined through the input of a panel of graphic design experts and a group of evaluation practitioner-raters, was deemed sufficiently useful in determining the extent of graphic design use in an evaluation report and for guiding a report author in report development.

The well-known and comprehensive User-Friendly Handbook for Project Evaluation (Fretchling, 2010) offers little outside of the standard academic reporting structure. It suggests that, when expressing
data collection procedures, one use a matrix for illustration purposes. It also advises that “Visuals such as tables and graphical displays are an appropriate complement to the narrative discussion” (p.37)
but provides no more detail and the sample report provided has no such visuals as examples. Stufflebeam and Shinkfield (2007) explain their use of photographs in a final evaluation report example, a
good practice, but there is insufficient description on which a reader could replicate the process in her own reporting.

Items frequently rated as Fully Met were (1) Narrative text is dark grey or black, (2) Background has white/subdued color, (3) Body text is left or full justified, (4) No more than 3 fonts are used, (5) Body text has stylistic uniformity, (6) Color
reprints legibly in black and white, and (7) Text fonts are used for narrative text. These graphic design principles can be
interpreted as those most extensively used by the authors of the sampled evaluation reports. Three of these items are
in the Color section of the checklist, representing 60% of the items in that section. Three of the top items are in the
Type section, representing 42.9% of that section. One of the top items is in the Alignment section, representing 16.7%
of that section. None of the items in the Graphics section were in the top portion of the Fully Met items. Color, and to
some degree Type, can be interpreted as the graphic design areas most extensively appropriately used by the authors
of the sampled evaluation reports.

To what extent are graphic design principles carried out in actual professional evaluator-client communications?
To do so, the author developed an instrument (checklist) of graphic design best practices, applied the instrument to a sample of formal evaluation communication (summative reports), and drew conclusions about the use of graphic design best practices. The author hypothesized that she would find some evidence of use of graphics, but not of graphic design or visual processing theory. The findings
underscore the contribution of the instrument (checklist) to the field of evaluation in supporting a better understanding of the state of graphic design in evaluation reporting, potentially leading to training to promote improved communication design and enhanced use.

Items frequently rated as Not Met were (1) Graphics direct toward text, (2) Visual theme is evident, (3) Some elements
are repeated, and (4) Size corresponds to changes in meaning. These graphic design principles can be interpreted as
those most underused by the authors of the sampled reports. All 4 of these items are in the Graphics section of the
checklist, representing 57.1% of the items in that section. Graphics can be interpreted as the graphic design area most
in need of better incorporation into the sampled evaluation reports.

Methodology & Sample
For this study, a cross-sectional, multi-method, nonexperimental design was used. The study was comprised of three parts, described here, where the specific design and methods used in each part are
discussed.

Items that ranked at the top included elements of document production that appear to be rather traditional principles
evident in most reporting and reading. Proper use of text color, justification, and font seem to be in the repertoire of
most people who routinely engage in word processing. Conversely, the items ranked lowest dealt with graphics and
their placement in the body of a report. These are areas of knowledge that most academically-based evaluators would
not normally encounter in their training – professional or informal.

Part One
The purpose of the first part of the study was to develop an initial instrument to measure the use of graphic design principles in evaluation reporting. The instrument is intended to be used as a diagnostic tool, to be implemented by evaluation report authors to identify areas in need of further attention in terms of graphic design. It is intended to be used by a report author in three potential ways: (1)
prior to his/her report writing, as a guide to how the report should be formatted, (2) after report writing, as a review to ensure graphic design principles have been followed by him/her, and (3) when reviewing another author’s report, to identify use of graphic design principles. The instrument’s scoring mechanism can be used to prompt an author to review additional checklist principles that should
be incorporated into a report.

Wording

% of Raters
Marking Mode

Fully Met
C

Narrative text is dark grey or black

C

Background has white/subdued color

100.0
96.3

A

Body text is left or full justified

88.8

No more than 3 fonts are used

78.8

T

Body text has stylistic uniformity

C
T

73.8

Color reprints legibly in black and white

72.5

Text fonts are used for narrative text

60.0

Graphics direct toward text

78.8

Not Met
G

Additionally, this research suggests areas where evaluators may need more model reports as examples and more training on the connection between visual processing theory, graphic design, and evaluation communication. The emergence of a specialized interest group within the American Evaluation Association on data visualization and reporting is one promising sign that there is an increasing desire among evaluators for more extensive dialogue on this topic. Further conclusions and areas for future research are listed in the next section.

When the first draft of the instrument was complete at the culmination of part one of the study, the author assembled a 4-member graphic design expert review panel. A list of potential panelists was
developed in conjunction with the dissertation chair. The four were selected based on their experience and involvement in graphic design activities, their scholarly contributions on the topic, and their
geographic location. The goal of the panel review was to determine whether the checklist was exhaustive and whether the items were mutually exclusive. Therefore, the panelists were invited to review
the instrument, comment on its elements, and provide input on the scale, particularly pointing out whether any principles should have been added, altered, or deleted. The Experts were also sent one
report, randomly selected from the pool of uniquely-authored reports pulled from the Informal Science Education website (described further in part three of the study) for reference. Panelists typed
their input into the feedback questionnaire and emailed it to the author of this study. Each panelist received a $200 gratuity.

Part One
The purpose of the first part of the study was to develop an initial instrument that could be used to measure the use of graphic design principles in
evaluation reporting.
The selection of principles stemmed from an inductive content analysis of the literature on multimedia learning, graphic design, visual communication, typography, legibility, and color research. The literature review began with broad categories – type, grids and placement, graphics, and color –
and had a punctuation section that was later eliminated.

The purpose of part three of the study was to apply the checklist to a set of evaluation reports, such that the findings could give insight into the extent of graphic design use in evaluation reporting. In
the third part of the study the author used maximum variability sampling to select reports. Each rater reviewed all sampled reports (a fully-crossed design).

When the first draft of the instrument was complete at the culmination of part one, the author assembled a 4-member graphic design expert review panel. The four were selected based on their experience and involvement in graphic design activities, their scholarly contributions on the topic, and their geographic location.

Part Three
The purpose of part three of the study was to apply the checklist to a set of evaluation reports, such that the findings could give insight into the extent of graphic design use in evaluation reporting. In the third part of the study the author used maximum variability sampling to select reports.
Each rater reviewed all sampled reports (a fully-crossed design).
The Informal Science Education program of the National Science Foundation was selected as the source for the sampled reports. All reports listed
as Summative or Summative Report in the Informal Science Education website as of February 7, 2011 were copied into a spreadsheet. In total,
there were 192 reports, all of which were published between 1996 and 2010.
The author then ranked all reports by their summary score and used maximum variability sampling to select 5 reports for further examination. The
author selected the highest (Report 4) and lowest (Report 3) rated reports and then chose 1 report closest to the mean and 2 others spaced
around the mean score.
The author compiled a panel of 16 raters to apply the instrument to evaluation reports using purposive sampling. Panelists were recruited from
the attendees at the author’s two workshop sessions on the checklist and graphic design principles for evaluators at the AEA/CDC Summer Institute. Each panelist received all 5 evaluation reports to review and an electronic copy of the checklist. Raters were compensated $200 for their time
when five completed checklists were returned to the researcher.

As a result of the literature review,
the input of the graphic design
expert panel, and the piloting by a
team of trained evaluators, I
produced an Evaluation Report
Layout Checklist. It can be used to
review your own reports or to
plan for a future report layout.

Future study might also include more extensive investigation of the actual report authors and users. Author background experiences, familiarity with graphic design and visual science, expectations of
report style, and comfort with elements of report layout are currently unknown. However, such factors might provide strong explanatory power for the extent of graphic design use. Similarly, the expectations of and impact on their clients – Principal Investigators of Informal Science Education grants – is also unknown. Visual processing theory predicts that report layout contributes to the readability of
the report and the comprehension of its contents. These are the foundational elements of evaluation use. As such, assessing the checklist’s predictive validity by measuring comprehension and readability among the report clients is a critical component of further research.
This study’s findings indicated that aspects of type and color were fairly extensively used among a select sample of evaluation report authors, while alignment was less consistently used and graphics
were underused. These findings highlighted areas where evaluation report authors can make better connections between visual processing theory and evaluation communication. More training and exemplar reports may be needed to introduce the purpose behind the use of graphics and to target the addition of specific skills related to type, alignment, and color. Training/exposure to sizing and emphasis techniques, in particular, appear to be needed. Future research should explore the backgrounds of raters and authors, as well as the impact of reports on end users. While the checklist itself may
need further revision to increase its clarity, in its current iteration it can support the development of evaluation reports that are more legible, readable, and understandable.

You can download the checklist at
http://bit.ly/
EvalReportLayoutChecklist

stephanie@evergreenevaluation.com

Break text up nto
d gest b e chunks
Key takeaway po nts
are h gh ghted
Use a graph c des gner
for creat ve so ut ons

100.0

Most Met

96.3

Body text is left or full justified

88.8

No more than 3 fonts are used

78.8

Body text has stylistic uniformity

73.8

Color reprints legibly in black and white

72.5

Text fonts are used for narrative text
Graphics direct toward text

60.0
Least Met

Visual theme is evident

78.8
71.3

Some elements are repeated

65.0

Size corresponds to changes in meaning

62.5

To what extent are graphic design principles used in
evaluation reporting? Fairly extensively – at least those that
are harder to deviate from in a written evaluation report.
Proper use of graphics to support learning and information
retention are weakest and such information is not commonly
encountered by evaluators.

Conclusions
As a result of this dissertation, there is now a somewhat clearer idea of how much visual science and graphic design have been incorporated into evaluation communication and reporting. According to visual processing theory, evaluation report authors are
missing opportunities to more fully engage their readers. The use of color, placement, and size to emphasize critical information
could help evaluators more efficiently communicate. Some factors, like choice in typeface and color, that have the ability to impair
legibility, appear to be well-managed. Yet, in some areas, authors are designing reports that actively work against reader comprehension. Areas of weakness suggest that authors should expand their discussion of reporting beyond the types of dissemination
and the need to match one’s reporting method to the intended audience. While important, this research points to the need to add
discussion of visual processing theory to the conversations in the field.
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literature of the field is sparse.
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Typically, discussion of use of evaluation findings (or lack thereof) focus on types of use (i.e., conceptual,
process, etc.) and factors affecting use (i.e., relevance, timing, etc.), but graphic design is notably absent.
Texts on the topic of communicating and reporting evaluation findings also are limited in this regard
and what is present tends to be based on opinion rather than systematic research.

Type
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Graphics

Color

Only a few texts have attempted to give guidance on graphic design, like providing direction on how to
create charts or structure a report. However, these resources are all dated and not based in contemporary

Background & Problem Statement
Evaluation use is a common element of evaluation theory and
training, but guidance on graphic design of evaluation reports in
the literature of the field is sparse.

concepts of effective practices in graphic design (Minter & Michaud, 2003; Morris, FitzGibbon &
Freeman, 1987; Torres, Preskill, & Piontek, 2005).
Subsequent studies of use have not included the role of graphic design or report layout. Without such
investigation, little is known about the extent to which evaluators are applying theories of visual
processing and principles of graphic design to support audience understanding of their work. The census
of evaluation reports available in the Informal Science Education program poses an opportunity for
investigating what evaluators are doing and whether the practice of reporting adheres to best practices in
graphic design. Therefore, the purpose of this dissertation was to investigate this research question:
To what extent are graphic design principles carried out in actual professional evaluator
client communications?
To do so, the author developed an instrument (checklist) of graphic design best practices, applied the
instrument to a sample of formal evaluation communication (summative reports), and drew conclusions
about the use of graphic design best practices. The author hypothesized that she would find everything.
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principles carried out in actual professional

on graphic design, like providing direction
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However, these resources are all dated and not
based in contemporary concepts of effective

Methodology & Sample

Analysis Procedures

For this study, a cross-sectional, multi-method, nonexperimental design was used. The study was

Descriptive statistics were used to identify weak and strong areas of use of graphic design principles in

comprised of three parts, described here, where the specific design and methods used in each part
are discussed.

Part One
Subsequent studies of use have not included the role of
graphic design or report layout. Without such investigation,
little is known about the extent to which evaluators are
applying theories of visual processing and principles of
graphic design to support audience understanding of their
work. The census of evaluation reports available in the
Informal Science Education program poses an opportunity
for investigating what evaluators are doing and whether the
practice of reporting adheres to best practices in design.

evaluation reporting. To examine the reliability of the instrument, percent agreement and Krippen-dorff ’s
alpha, the multirater ordinal equivalent of interrater reliability, were calculated. Krippendorff ’s alpha is

Subsequent studies of use have not included the role of
graphic design or report layout. Without such investigation,
little is known about the extent to which evaluators are
applying theories of visual processing and principles of
graphic design to support audience understanding of their
work. The census of evaluation reports available in the
Informal Science Education program poses an opportunity

design. Therefore, the purpose of this dissertation was
to investigate this research question: To what extent are
graphic design principles carried out in actual professional
evaluatorclient communications?
To do so, the author developed an instrument (checklist)
of graphic design best practices, applied the instrument to
a sample of formal evaluation communication (summative
reports), and drew conclusions about the use of graphic

Findings

design best practices.

Narrative text is dark grey or black, (2) Background
has white/subdued col-or, (3) Body text is left or
full justified, (4) No more than 3 fonts are used,
(5) Body text has stylistic uniformity, (6) Color
reprints legibly in black and white, and (7) Text
fonts are used for narrative text. These graphic
design principles can be interpreted as those most
extensively used by the authors of the sampled
evaluation reports. Three of these items are in the

Graphic Design Principles Frequently
Fully Met and Not Met
Section*

Wording

% of Raters
Marking Mode

For this study, a cross-sectional, multi-method, nonexperimental design
was used. The study was comprised of three parts, described here, where
the specific design and methods used in each part are discussed.

Fully Met
C

Narrative text is dark grey or black

100.0

C

Background has white/subdued color

96.3

A

Body text is left or full justified

88.8

T

No more than 3 fonts are used

T

Body text has stylistic uniformity

C

Color reprints legibly in black and white

72.5

T

Text fonts are used for narrative text

60.0

G
G
G
G

Graphics direct toward text
Visual theme is evident

78.8
71.3

Some elements are repeated

65.0

Size corresponds to changes in meaning

62.5

Conclusions

Analysis Procedures

As a result of this dissertation, there is now a somewhat clearer
idea of how much visual science and graphic design have been
incorporated into evaluation communication and reporting.

Descriptive statistics were used to identify
weak and strong areas of use of graphic
design principles in evaluation reporting. To

According to visual processing theory, evaluation report authors are missing opportunities to more

page. An additional 3.2% included photos, but only

of type, that have the ability to impair legibility appear to be well-managed.

in the appendix. Two of the reports (2.1%) had only
technical tables in the report appendix as their
graphic el-ements. Beyond these, over one-third

Yet, in some areas, authors are designing reports that actively work against reader comprehension.

some degree Type, can be interpreted as the graphic

of the reports (34.7%) had tables and/or graphs in

design areas most extensively appropriately used by
the authors of the sampled evaluation reports.

the narrative of the report, but had no additional
graphic elements. The lack of graphic incorporation
is somewhat surprising, given the general topic of

Out of all 94 reports reviewed for the sample, a total
of 12.7% of the reports had no graphic elements to
support the report narrative. Of these, four reports
(4.2%) had no graphic elements at all – including
tables or graphs. Another 3.2% of the reports had

* Refers to report section: T=Type, A=Alignment, G=Graphics, C=Color

no graphic elements beyond a picture on the cover

the evaluand – informal science education. Color,
and to some degree Type, can be interpreted as the
graphic design areas most extensively appropriately
used by the authors.

Findings

fully engage their readers. The use of color, placement, and size to emphasize critical information
could help evaluators more efficiently communicate. Some factors, like choice in typeface and color

black and white, and (7) Text fonts are used for narrative text.
These graphic design principles can be interpreted as those most
alpha) and for use with multiple raters (unlike
Cohen’s kappa). Reliability measures assume
that four conditions are met: (1) data are

examine the reliability of the instrument,

independently obtained, (2) raters are informed

percent agreement and Krippen-dorff ’s alpha,
the multirater ordinal equivalent of interrater
reliability, were calculated. Krippendorff ’s

by common instructions, (3) re-ports are
randomly drawn for review, and (4) raters are
similar enough to those who could be found

alpha is designed for use on nominal or ordinal

elsewhere (Hayes & Krippendorff, 2007). The

data (unlike Fleiss’s kappa or Cronbach’s

procedures described above for part three of the
study ensured that (1) and (2) were reasonably
met. However, (3) is not met in that the reports

The areas of weakness suggest that authors of evaluation texts should expand their discussion of
reporting beyond the types of dissemination and the need to match one’s reporting method to the
intended audience. While those are important notions in reporting, this research points to the
need this research points to the need. The use of color, placement, and size to emphasize critical
information could help evalua-tors more efficiently communicate. Some factors, like choice in
typeface and color of type, that have the ability to impair legibility appear to be well-managed.
The use of color, placement, and size to emphasize critical information could help evaluators more
efficiently communicate. Some factors, like choice in typeface and color of type, that have the
ability to impair legibility appear to be well-managed.

were purposely selected for maximum variability
rather than selected at random. The range
of subfields and backgrounds of the raters
suggests that (4) is also met. With 3 of the 4
assumptions met, the author justified use
of percent agreement and Krippendorff ’s
alpha for reliability measures.

Conclusions

Items frequently rated as Fully Met were (1) Narrative text is dark
grey or black, (2) Background has white/subdued col-or, (3) Body
text is left or full justified, (4) No more than 3 fonts are used, (5)
Body text has stylistic uniformity, (6) Color reprints legibly in

78.8
73.8

Not Met

section. One of the top items is in the Alignment

practice of reporting adheres to best practices in design.

for investigating what evaluators are doing and whether the
practice of reporting adheres to best practices in graphic

reliability measures.

section, representing 16.7% of that section. None
of the items in the Graphics section were in the
top portion of the Fully Met items. Color, and to

Informal Science Education program poses an opportunity
for investigating what evaluators are doing and whether the

design best practices. The author hypothesized
that she would find some evidence of use of
graphics, but not of graphic design or visual.

than selected at random. The range of subfields and backgrounds of the raters suggests that (4) is also met.
With 3 of the 4 assumptions met, the author justified use of percent agreement and Krippendorff ’s alpha for

Color section of the checklist, representing 60%
of the items in that section. Three of the top items
are in the Type section, representing 42.9% of that

graphic design to support audience understanding of their
work. The census of evaluation reports available in the

To do so, the author developed an instrument
applied the instrument to a sample of formal
evaluation communication (summative reports),
and drew conclusions about the use of graphic

Part Three

Subsequent studies of use have not included the role of
graphic

work. The census of evaluation reports available in the
Informal Science Education program poses an opportunity

(checklist) of graphic design best practices,

Part Two

Subsequent studies of use have not included the role of
graphic design or report layout. Without such investigation,
little is known about the extent to which evaluators are

2007). The procedures described above for part three of the study ensured that (1) and (2) were reasonably
met. However, (3) is not met in that the reports were purposely selected for maximum variability rather

Part Three

little is known about the extent to which evaluators are
applying theories of visual processing and principles of

Part One

independently obtained, (2) raters are informed by common instructions, (3) re-ports are randomly drawn
for review, and (4) raters are similar enough to those who could be found elsewhere (Hayes & Krippendorff,

for investigating what evaluators are doing and whether the
practice of reporting adheres to best practices in design.

Subsequent studies of use have not included the role of
graphic design or report layout. Without such investigation,

For this study, a cross-sectional, multi-method, nonexperimental design was used. The study was comprised of three parts,
described here, where the specific design and methods used in each part are discussed.

applying theories of visual processing and principles of
graphic design to support audience understanding of their

2003; Morris, FitzGibbon & Freeman, 1987;
Torres, Preskill, & Piontek, 2005).

such investigation, little is known about the

Methodology & Sample

evaluatorclient communications?

practices in graphic design (Minter & Michaud,

Subsequent studies of use have not included the
role of graphic design or report layout. Without

designed for use on nominal or ordinal data (unlike Fleiss’s kappa or Cronbach’s alpha) and for use with
multiple raters (unlike Cohen’s kappa). Reliability measures assume that four conditions are met: (1) data are

Items frequently rated as Fully Met were (1)

Part Two
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The Role of Visual Processing Theory
in Written Evaluation Communication

POPULAR
PROGRAMS:

Many well-met areas are default settings.

The goal of the panel review was to determine whether the checklist was exhaustive and whether the items were mutually exclusive. Therefore,
the panelists were invited to review the instrument, comment on its elements, and provide input on the scale, particularly pointing out whether
any principles should have been added, altered, or deleted. The Experts were also sent one report, randomly selected from the pool of uniquelyauthored reports pulled from the Informal Science Education website for reference. Panelists emailed their input to the author of this study. Each
panelist received a $200 gratuity.

It would be impractical to expect all evaluation textbook authors to attend to such a discussion. After all, graphic design and visual science are not areas of expertise for all authors. Yet more detailed information is needed somewhere, at least to serve as a resource evaluation book authors can point out to interested readers. Additionally, this research also suggests the field may benefit from discussions about when to collaborate with a formal graphic designer.

Each panelist received all 5 evaluation reports to review and an electronic copy of the checklist via email. They were directed to mark one checklist per report, ask the study author any questions, and
email all checklists back to the study author. Several raters did ask questions for clarification while completing the checklists. The author answered their questions at that time and collected all questions
for later analysis. All 16 raters returned 5 checklists each. The author reviewed every checklist to verify there were no missing data. Raters were compensated $200 for their time. Several raters also sent
anecdotal feedback about the checklist, which were combined with the clarifying questions sent earlier.

Least Met

Part Two
The purpose of the second part of the study was to gather input on the first iteration of checklist items through an expert review panel and using a
cross-sectional design. In doing so, the review panel confirmed content validity of the instrument.

As a result of this dissertation, there is now a somewhat clearer idea of how much visual science and graphic design have been incorporated into evaluation communication and reporting. According to
visual processing theory, evaluation report authors are missing opportunities to more fully engage their readers. The use of color, placement, and size to emphasize critical information could help evaluators more efficiently communicate. Some factors, like choice in typeface and color of type, that have the ability to impair legibility appear to be well-managed. Yet, in some areas, authors are designing
reports that actively work against reader comprehension. The areas of weakness suggest that authors of evaluation texts should expand their discussion of reporting beyond the types of dissemination
and the need to match one’s reporting method to the intended audience. While those are important notions in reporting, this research points to the need to add a discussion of visual processing theory
to the conversations in the field.

The author compiled a panel of 16 raters to apply the instrument to evaluation reports using purposive sampling. Panelists were recruited from the attendees at the author’s two workshop sessions on
the checklist and graphic design principles for evaluators at the AEA/CDC Summer Institute. The audience was comprised of evaluation practitioners with at least modest interest in improving evaluation
communication.

This study’s findings indicated that aspects of type and color were fairly extensively used among a select sample of evaluation
report authors, while alignment was less consistently used and graphics were underused. These findings highlighted areas
where evaluation report authors can make better connections between visual processing theory and evaluation communication. More training and exemplar reports may be needed to introduce the purpose behind the use of graphics and to target the
addition of specific skills related to type, alignment, and color. Training/exposure to sizing and emphasis techniques, in particular, appear to be needed. Future research should explore the backgrounds of raters and authors, as well as the impact of reports
on end users. While the checklist itself may need further revision to increase its clarity, in its current iteration it can support the
development of evaluation reports that are more legible, readable, and understandable.

The review continued until the point of saturation, when no new principles could be added to the list of broad categories. The total number of
principles at this stage was 46.

Conclusions

Part Three

The Informal Science Education (ISE) program of the National Science Foundation was selected as the source for the sampled reports. The program requires summative evaluation and requires the summative evaluation reports to be posted on a publicly-accessible website, thus offering a large population from which to sample. All reports listed as Summative or Summative Report in the Informal Science Education website as of February 7, 2011 were copied into a spreadsheet. In total, there were 192 reports, all of which were published between 1996 and 2010. The author first eliminated executive summaries of reports because she believed they would not have sufficient material to gauge the extent of graphic design use. Further, a handful of authors were responsible for multiple reports. In
order to assess the widest range of reports, only one report was randomly selected for each author, for a sample of 98 uniquely authored reports. To implement the maximum variability sampling strategy, the author first used the checklist to rate each report, obtained as electronic versions from the ISE website. As she went through the reports, the author found four others that were also executive
summaries but had not been labeled as such in the title. They were eliminated from the sample, leaving 94 reports which the author rated using the checklist. The author then ranked all reports by their
summary score and used maximum variability sampling to select 5 reports for further examination. The author selected the highest (Report 4) and lowest (Report 3) rated reports and then chose 1 report closest to the mean and 2 others spaced around the mean score.
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To what extent are graphic design principles used in evaluation reporting? They are used fairly extensively – at least those that are more familiar to a general public and harder to deviate from in a
written evaluation report format. It is the areas that involve the proper use of graphics to support learning and information retention that are weakest and such information is not commonly encountered by evaluators.

Part Two
The purpose of the second part of the study was to gather input on the first iteration of checklist items through an expert review panel and using a cross-sectional design. In doing so, the review panel
confirmed content validity of the instrument through a procedure described below.
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Graphic Design Principles Frequently Fully Met and Not Met
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Visual theme is evident
71.3
Out of all 94 reports reviewed for the sample, a total of 12.7% of the reports had no graphic elements to support the
report narrative. Of these, four reports (4.2%) had no graphic elements at all – including tables or graphs. Another
G
Some elements are repeated
65.0
3.2% of the reports had no graphic elements beyond a picture on the cover page. An additional 3.2% included photos,
Size corresponds to changes in meaning
62.5
but only in the appendix. Two of the reports (2.1%) had only technical tables in the report appendix as their graphic el- G
ements. Beyond these, over one-third of the reports (34.7%) had tables and/or graphs in the narrative of the report,
* Refers to report section: T=Type, A=Alignment, G=Graphics, C=Color
but had no additional graphic elements. The lack of graphic incorporation is somewhat surprising, given the general
topic of the evaluand – informal science education. This area primarily – but not exclusively – includes the evaluation of educational displays in museums, aquariums, and zoos. In those scenarios, the inclusion of photographs of attendees interacting with the exhibit or exhibit floor plans would make sense, both as explanations of the evaluand and as graphic enhancements (indeed, over half of the reports did include something of this nature).

The selection of principles stemmed from an inductive content analysis of the literature on multimedia learning, graphic design, visual communication, typography, legibility, and color research. The literature review began with broad categories – type, grids and placement, graphics, and color – and had a punctuation section that was later eliminated. The review continued until the point of saturation, when no new principles could be added to the list of broad categories. The total number of principles at this stage was 46. Then, the author reviewed the list for the principles with the strongest
agreement in the field, based on the number and recency of the accompanying citations. Eight principles were discarded that appeared weak (i.e., supported by only one scholar and/or very dated). Two
principles outlined in the literature were absorbed into another principle. One principle on graph color was eliminated because the checklist was not intended to focus on graphs, specifically. Another
principle on image manipulation was eliminated because the checklist was not designed for the advanced technical skill levels required to carry out that principle. The item on color combinations was
deleted because it appeared to have narrower applicability. However, it was ultimately brought back in a later iteration as a note in the sidebar because the feedback from part two of the study deemed
it important. The unidimensional rating scale created to ascertain the use of the principles consisted of three response options, Fully Met, Partly Met, and Not Met.

Background & Methods
For this study, a cross-sectional, multi-method, nonexperimental design was used. The study was comprised of three parts, described here, where
the specific design and methods used in each part are discussed.

Then, the author reviewed the list for the principles with the strongest agreement in the field, based on the number and recency of the accompanying citations. The unidimensional rating scale created to ascertain the use of the principles consisted of three response options, Fully Met, Partly
Met, and Not Met.

Findings

Subsequent studies of use have not included the role of graphic design or report layout. Without such investigation, little is known about the extent to which evaluators are applying theories of visual
processing and principles of graphic design to support audience understanding of their work. The census of evaluation reports available in the Informal Science Education program poses an opportunity
for investigating what evaluators are doing and whether the practice of reporting adheres to best practices in graphic design. Therefore, the purpose of this dissertation was to investigate this research
question:
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Background & Problem Statement
Evaluation use is a common element of evaluation theory and training, but guidance on graphic design of evaluation reports in the literature of the field is sparse. Typically, discussion of use of evaluation findings (or lack thereof) focus on types of use (i.e., conceptual, process, etc.) and factors affecting use (i.e., relevance, timing, etc.), but graphic design is notably absent. Texts on the topic of communicating and reporting evaluation findings also are limited in this regard and what is present tends to be based on opinion rather than systematic research. The authors usually restrict their discussion
to knowing one’s audience and tailoring report formats (i.e., brochures, newsletters, oral presentations) (Lawrenz, Gullickson, & Toal, 1997; Rossi, Freeman, & Lipsey, 1999; Russ-Eft, Atwood, & Egherman, 2002). Some texts acknowledge the role of graphic design in reporting, but give it a cursory address, such as suggesting that one hire a graphic designer, or “use white space” with no direction on
how to make that happen (Patton, 2008; Stetson, 2008, p. 24). A few evaluators have advocated for the “methods-oriented report” that emphasizes results over the traditional layout, but these have
been short on the details of how to enact their recommendations in a word-processing program such that a reader could carry out their recommendations (Hendricks, 1994; Jones & Mitchell, 1990). Only a few texts have attempted to give guidance on graphic design, like providing direction on how to create charts or structure a report. However, these resources are all dated and not based in contemporary concepts of effective practices in graphic design (Minter & Michaud, 2003; Morris, Fitz-Gibbon & Freeman, 1987; Torres, Preskill, & Piontek, 2005). In fact, if one takes into consideration contemporary teachings on graphic design principles, evaluation texts have the potential to be misleading.

Most commonly, evaluation reporting literature advises that authors should know their audience(s) and choose appropriate formats for dissemination, such as brochures, slideshows, memos, or written
reports (Bamberger, Rugh, & Mabry, 2006; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2005; Killion, 2005; Patton, 2008; Shadish, Cook, & Leviton, 1991; Wadsworth, 1997). While these are best practices for reporting, the texts do not address how to make the reporting appealing to the audience. The creation of a brochure, for example, does not guarantee that it will be well-received by the audience,
particularly if visual processing theory has not been taken into account.
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extensively used by the authors of the sampled evaluation reports.
Three of these items are in the Color section of the checklist,
representing 60% of the items in that section. Three of the top
items are in the Type section, representing 42.9% of that section.
One of the top items is in the Alignment section, representing
16.7% of that section. None of the items in the Graphics section
were in the top portion of the Fully Met items. Color, and to some
degree Type, can be interpreted as the graphic design areas most
extensively appropriately used by the authors of the sampled
evaluation reports.
Out of all 94 reports reviewed for the sample, a total of 12.7%
of the reports had no graphic elements to support the report
narrative. Of these, four reports (4.2%) had no graphic elements
at all – including tables or graphs. Another 3.2% of the reports
had no graphic elements beyond a picture on the cover page.
An additional 3.2% included photos, but only in the appendix.
Two of the reports (2.1%) had only technical tables in the report
appendix as their graphic el-ements. Beyond these, over one-third
of the reports (34.7%) had tables and/or graphs in the narrative
of the report, but had no additional graphic elements. The lack
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Narrative text is dark grey or black
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Background has white/subdued color

96.3
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Body text is left or full justified

88.8

According to visual processing theory, evaluation report

T

No more than 3 fonts are used

78.8

authors are missing opportunities to more fully engage

73.8

their readers. The use of color, placement, and size to
emphasize critical information could help evalua-tors
more efficiently communicate. Some factors, like choice

T

Body text has stylistic uniformity
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Color reprints legibly in black and white

72.5

T

Text fonts are used for narrative text

60.0

Graphics direct toward text

78.8

Visual theme is evident
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Yet, in some areas, authors are designing reports that
actively work against reader comprehension. The areas of
weakness suggest that authors of evaluation texts should

Not Met
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Some elements are repeated

65.0
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Size corresponds to changes in meaning

62.5

of graphic incorporation is somewhat surprising, given the
general topic of the evaluand – informal science education. This
area primarily – but not exclusively – includes the evaluation of
educational displays in museums, aquariums, and zoos. In those
scenarios, the in-clusion of photographs of attendees interacting
with the exhibit or exhibit floor plans would make sense, both as

in typeface and color of type, that have the ability to
impair legibility appear to be well-managed.

expand their discussion of reporting beyond the types
of dissemination and the need to match one’s reporting
method to the intended audience. While those are
important notions in reporting, this research points to
the need this research points to the need. The use of color,
placement, and size to emphasize critical information
could help evalua-tors more efficiently communicate.

explanations of the evaluand and as graphic enhancements.
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